
PERSONALIZED VIDEO 
AND INTERACTIVE  

CONTENT 



Delivery has changed, the importance of personalization stays the same

Unlike direct mail to a letterbox, digital marketing has nothing physically tan-
gible. Where digital does have the advantage, is there’s many more opportu-
nities for you to incorporate personalization and make your content interac-
tive.

It’s a little like a board game versus an online game. Both are interactive, but 
the online game delivers a much higher level of interaction and greater free-
dom for personalization and customization. 

Personalization has always been a powerful driver of engagement by plac-
ing partners and their customers center stage. And technology allows you 
to take this to new heights through personalized video and interactive info-
graphics. 

Letterbox to inbox



Providing partners with content that can 
be quickly and simply customizable al-
lows them to forge strong relationships 
with customers. The more they can per-
sonalize your video, the more engaged 
partners and existing and potential 
customers will be. 

Video (in particular whiteboard ani-
mations) has become more popular in 
recent years as B2B channel market-
ers seek new ways of rising above the 
noise to reach and grow their target 
audiences. Regionally, nationally and 
globally. Especially with the use of sub-
titles.

Animation videos are a great way of 
conveying often complex technical 
information through entertaining visual 
stories in a linear narrative. They also 
don’t require the large costs associ-
ated with onsite location shoots and 
post-production editing.

Put partners in the frame

Although long-form animations (1 - 3 
minutes) are effective to tell your overall 
brand or product story, keeping it as 
concise as possible enhances engage-
ment and messages memorable. 

Creating a series of short 10 - 15 second 
individual product videos allows you 
to deliver one simple message quickly. 
These snippet videos are also increas-
ing in popularity as they can be incor-
porated in email marketing and social 
media campaigns as well as product 
showcases. 



Some marketers get caught up in the amount of movement they believe should be 
in an interactive infographic. The thing is, it doesn’t need to be overly complex. It 
can be of course, but doesn’t have to be. 

Simple GIF images, movement of bar or pie charts, scrolling numbers to a percentage 
statistic, key points enlarging as your cursor moves over it, or an answer revealed 
when you click on a question, all adds to the user experience. 

Then there’s the other type. Those interactive infographics that take customers on a 
different journey depending on the answers they choose to posed questions before 
revealing the best solution for their needs. 

Brands are choosing to create interactive infographics for various reasons. To increase 
engagement with their target audience, differentiate themselves from competitors 
or as a way to promote new offerings or emphasize important information. Before 
creating an interactive infographic, you need to decide what it is you want to achieve. 
This will influence the messaging and the level of interaction to include. 

Mesmerizing movement 



Being single minded in your messaging is key when creating interactive con-
tent. Keep it simple, easy to read and follow. 

Make allowances for it to be viewed on various devices - laptops, smart-
phones, tablets - and ensure it’s responsive so it works as intended. This may 
require some compromises, but will deliver a much greater user experience. 

If it’s necessary to enlarge an image to read the copy or vital statistics, you 
should rethink the content or adjust your design layout. The purpose of in-
teractive content is to keep people actively involved so they take a desired 
action. Make a purchase, contact a salesperson, start a free trial, whatever 
your CTA indicates.

As a business you may have the vision of what you want your personalized 
video or interactive infographic to achieve, or an idea of what it might look 
like. But you may not have the skills or resources in-house  to bring it to life. 

The good news is, you don’t need to develop your own personalized videos 
and interactive infographic. That’s why you have the Elastic Digital creative 
team. 

Concept development

To find out more head to:
https://elasticdigital.com/services/

https://elasticdigital.com/services/

